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“Mini Circuits” are one of my favorite ways to burns lots of calories quickly! My Mini Circuits are about 5 

minutes long and depending on how hard you work and you can burn approximately 50 to 80 calories in 

just those 5 minutes. They are a great alternative when you do not have time for a full workout, simply 

find a couple of minutes 3 to 5 times during your day and complete the mini circuit. Increase the 

intensity of your next strength training workout by completing this circuit at the beginning and the end 

of your workout, you will be amazed at the added intensity and calorie burn. Do the following exercises 

in order and with little or no break in between, for more information check out the video demonstration 

or scroll down for exercise pictures, muscle charts and descriptions.  

Squat Jumps on step  
 Begin standing in a neutral position lengthwise 

on a step – feet hips distance apart, knees soft, 

abdominals tight & chest lifted  

 Jump up & off the step – land in a squat 

position w/ feet on either side of the step & 

hands touching the step, absorb the shock 

with your glutes and the balls of your feet, 

immediately spring back up to land w/ both 

feet back on the middle of the step  

 Continue until all reps are complete 

 

 

Step Ups 
 Begin standing in a neutral position – feet hips 

distance apart, knees soft, abdominals tight & 
chest lifted, for an added challenge hold a light 
weight or medicine ball on chest 

 Step up on step w/ left foot then right foot, step 
back down on the floor with left foot then w/ 
right foot, continue stepping up onto the step 
with the left foot until all reps are complete 
then switch and repeat same number of step 
ups with the right foot 

 

  

5 Minute Mini Cardio Circuit: Use a Step 
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Plank & Hold 
 

 Position body in plank position w/elbows on the floor directly 
under shoulders, arms straight & shoulder distance apart, palms 
flat on the floor w/ fingers spread, body in a straight line & 
balanced on the balls of your feet 

 Hold position for as long as you can working up to 1:00, making 
sure body is in a straight line and neck & head are neutral 

 

 

 

Jump up Step Down 
 Begin standing in a neutral position 

facing a step w/ feet hips distance 
apart, knees soft, abdominals tight & 
chest lifted, for an added challenge 
hold a light weight or medicine ball on 
chest 

 Using both feet quickly hop up on the 
step, pause, then step down w/ left 
foot then right foot 

 Continue jumping up and stepping 
down with the left foot until all reps 
are complete then switch sides and 
complete same number of reps 
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Side Step Ups w/ Reverse Lunge 
 Begin standing in a neutral position to the left of a step w/ 

feet hips distance apart, knees soft, abdominals tight & chest 
lifted  

 Step left foot up on step and bring right knee up toward your 
chest 

 Step down with right foot, 
step down and back with 
your left foot back & land 
on the ball of your foot 
keeping both feet hips 
distance apart 

 Bend both knees to lower 
body down as far as 
possible or until left knee is 
close to but not touching 
the floor 

 Keep right knee directly over right ankle, back straight, chin up 
& abdominals tight – your left knee, hip & shoulder should be 
in a straight line 

 Exhale, extend both knees & side step backup   

 Continue until all reps are complete, switch sides and repeat 
 

Twisted Crunch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Lie face up on mat w/ knees bent, feet wider than hips 
distance, heels on floor, toes pointed to ceiling, arms by your 
sides w/ palms facing your body 

 Contract abdominal muscles, flatten low back, keep neck and 
chin in a neutral position 

 Exhale & slowly lift shoulders up as high as you can shortening the torso then using your oblique 
muscles (the sides of your waist) rotate your upper body to the right then to the left keeping 
shoulders the same height off the floor, slowly lower back down keeping shoulders off the floor 

 Continue until all reps are complete 
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Burpee w/ 90 degree Step Jump 

 Begin standing in a neutral position to the left of a step 
with feet hips distance apart, knees soft, abdominals 
tight & chest lifted  

 In a continuous motion, squat down keeping your knees 
forward & hips and shoulders square, place hands on the 
floor outside of your feet 

 Jump both feet back and land in a standard push up position, keeping abdominals tight and back 
flat 

 Immediately jump feet back in between your hands, jump up rotating body 90 degrees to the 
left to land on step 
Jump off step rotating your body 90 degrees to return to starting position  

 Continue until all reps are complete switch directions and repeat 
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Rope Climber Crunch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Lie face up on mat w/ legs extended toward ceiling 
above hips & arms extended toward ceiling above 
shoulders 

 Contract abdominal muscles, flatten low back, keep neck and chin in a neutral position 

 Exhale & slowly lift shoulders up keeping legs stationary, reach left hand toward your right foot 
as if you are grabbing a rope, keeping abdominals contracted slowly lower shoulders back down 
to close but not touching the mat, repeat on other side 

 Continue switches sides until all reps are complete 
 

 

 

 

 


